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Signature-Dependent Proton Alignments at High Rotational Frequency and the Persistence
of Proton Pairing Correlations
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Band crossings are observed in the yrast o. = —~ and + 2 negative-parity decay sequences in
'57Ho at hew=0. 48 and =0.54 MeV, respectively. These band crossings are interpreted as the
alignment of the second and probably the third pair of hll~2 quasiprotons. This is the first identifi-
cation of delayed crossings involving the second aligning nucleon. These crossings show that siz-
able proton-pair correlations must remain for these configurations up to high rotational frequencies
hoJ = 0.5 MeV.

PACS numbers: 23.20.Lv, 21.10.Re, 27.70.+q

Soon after the interpretation of "backbending"' in
even-even deformed rare-earth nuclei as a crossing
near spin I = 14 between the ground-state rotational
band and a band based on an aligned pair of high-j
quasineutrons, a second backbend was observed in
the yrast sequence of 's8Er at larger angular momen-
tum I= 28. This second band crossing was interpret-
ed as the alignment of a pair of htt/2 quasiprotons.
Recently, it has been definitely established that this
second band crossing corresponds to quasiproton align-
ment by observation of this crossing in the neighbor-
ing odd-Xisotopess 6 and by no observation of it in the
neighboring odd- Z isotones.

Quasiparticle alignments are rich in nuclear structure
information. They provide insight into the quasiparti-
cle structure of the levels and give information on the
pairing force9 and the deformation of the nucleus. 6

Additional information on the shape of the nucleus
can be obtained from the interaction

~
&~ between the

bands at the crossing'o "and from the degree of signa-
ture splitting before and after a crossing. '2 Of partic-
ular importance is the effect of quasiparticle align-
ments and the rotational forces on the pairing energy.
This has been a topic of much discussion. ' '8 Current
expectations' ' are that proton-pair correlations
should remain large up to rotational frequencies & 0.5
MeV in contrast to neutron-pair correlations which are
thought to be greatly reduced. Observation of proton
alignments at very high rotational frequency would en-
able this to be corroborated. The place to look for
such band crossings is in odd-proton nuclei where the
first proton crossing is blocked by the single unpaired
proton and subsequent alignments may take place

analogous to the delayed neutron alignments observed
in odd-neutron nuclei. 8 20 To date no delayed band
crossing involving the second aligning particle has
been observed. The development of a new generation
of gamma-ray spectrometers allows discrete line spec-
troscopy to be taken to much higher rotational fre-
quency and angular momentum into the region where
these alignments are expected. In the present work
alignment of the second and probably the third most
alignable pairs of quasiprotons is observed in '57Ho in

the lowest-energy signature2' o. = ——,
' and + —,

' rota-
tional sequences respectively at rotational frequencies
above 0.45 MeV. The consequences of these crossings
with regard to proton-pair correlations and cranking
calculations are discussed.

The present data were obtained by bombarding five
stacked thin foils of '2 Sn (total thickness 1.75
mg/cm2) with a 160-MeV 37C1 beam from the tandem
accelerator at the nuclear structure facility at Dares-
bury Laboratory. Gamma rays were detected in the ar-

ray TEssA2 which consists of six escape-suppressed
germanium spectrometers (ESS's) and a fifty-element
bismuth germanate (BGO) "crystal ball" which mea-
sures the total energy and number of gamma rays
(multiplicity) in the gamma-ray cascade. A total of
24X 106 events were recorded when two or more ESS's
and at least one BGO were in coincidence. The decay
scheme shown in Fig. 1 was deduced from the y-y-
BGO coincidence spectra. The positive and negative

signatures (+ —,
' and ——,') of the htt/2[523 —', ] rota-

tional structure are known from previous work 3 up to
I = —", and —", , respectively. The present work ex-
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FIG. 2. The experimental aligned angular momentum i

against rotational frequency hew for the bands observed in
Ho. The bands are labeled by the constituent quasiparti-

cles in each band. Also plotted is the yrast band in ' Er for
the 16+ to 38+ states.
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FIG. 1. The level scheme for "Ho deduced following the
Sn( C1,4n) reaction at at beam energy of 160 MeV. Ex-

citation and transition energies are given in kiloelectron-
volts.

tends the n = + —, sequence up to —, and1 and the
n= ——,

' sequence up to —", . The 1140-keV y-ray is
tentatively assigned as the —, —, transition. Re-87 83 ' ' R l

ative intensities of the y rays assigned to a band were
measured at 0 = 30 and 90 which showed that their
angular distributions are consistent with the in-band y
rays being stretched E2 transitions.

In Fig. 2 the experimental aligned angular momen-
tum' i is plotted as a function of the rotational fre-
quency tee. Also plotted is the aligned angular
momentum for the yrast band ~n Er fo15s 24, 25 d'or the 16+
to sat 38+ tates. In the extraction of i the reference sub-

26trac e wast t d was based on the Harris formula which has as
~

—— .R ' MeV2parameters Mq and Jr t. Values of ~o = 32. e
and ~t=34.0t MeV were adopted in the present
work. These values were chosen to give nearly con-
stant alignment for the o. = + —, three-quasiparticle
configuration (B~AB) in 7Ho (see below). In the
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following discussion the convention for the iabeitng o
the quasineutron orbitals is that given in Ref. 8 where
for neutrons, A and B are the lowest-energy positive-
parity orbitals of either signature. For protons we label
the four lowest-energy orbitals as A~ = (7r, n) „=( —,
——,'), , B =(—,+ —,'), C =(—,——,'), and D( —,
+ —,'), where n denotes the nth such quasiproton2 2% w

orbital. At low rotational frequency (tee & 0.25 MeV)
the cascades are along the rotational bands based on
the two signatures originating at co = 0 from the
h [523—'] single-quasiproton intrinsic configuration.11/2
At tee =0.27 MeV both signatures of the single-
quasiproton bands in '57Ho are crossed by bands based
on three-quasiparticle configurations in which a pair o
I]3/2 quaslnquasineutrons (AB) have aligned. Thus these
bands are composed of two aligned quasineutrons
(AB) and a single quasiproton (A~ or B~). The align-
men ot of the most alignable pair of quasiprotons

15S(A~8~), which is observed in the yrast band of Er at
tm=0. 43 MeV see Fig. 2, is blocked in both se-
quences and is not observed. However, another band
crossing is established at tee = 0.48 MeV in the
n= ——,

' rotational sequence and the beginning of a
1crossing is observed at tr0 = 0.54 MeV in the n = + —,

rotational sequence. The large shift in band-crossing
1frequencies between the n = + —, decay sequences ar-

gues against the alignment of a completely new pair o
quasineutrons or quasiprotons, e.g. , n(h9/2) vJ(lt3/. 2),
~(h9/2), or v(it3/2), since such crossings would occur
at roughly the same rotational frequency. Also, since
the crossing at 0.48 MeV in the n= ——,

' sequence
1(A~AB configuration) is not observed in the n = + —,

sequence (B~AB configuration) then this alignment
must involve the quasiproton B~ Therefore . this
crossing at 0.48 MeV is the alignment of the second

B C.most alignable pair of quasiprotons, namely p p.
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FIG. 3. Cranked-shell-model calculations of the rotating-
frame excitation energy e' against rotational frequency t~
for the lowest-energy negative-parity quasiproton orbitals in

Ho. The parameters used in this calculation were
~2=0.21, ~4= —0.018, y=0', and 6~=1.2 MeV.
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Similar delayed crossings involving it3i2 quasineutrons
have been observed at much lower rotational frequen-
cy in nuclei in this region. s 20 In the same manner the
start of an upbend in the n = + —,

' sequence at
tee =0.54 MeV can probably be interpreted as the
alignment of the third most alignable pair of quasipro-
tons, namely A~D~. However, there is also an onset of
an alignment at a similar rotational frequency in the
yrast band in 'ssEr (see Fig. 2) and to some extent in
the a = ——,

' five-quasiparticle configuration in 's7Ho.

Therefore the interpretation that this crossing is the
A~a~ alignment is speculative.

The interpretation of these high-frequency crossings
in the negative-parity sequences in 's7Ho as the align-
ment of the second and third most alignable pairs of
quasiprotons agrees will with cranked shell-model
(CSM) calculations. 'o Figure 3 shows the negative-

. parity quasiproton Routhians calculated using the CSM
for 's7Ho. The parameters used in the calculation
of the quasiproton trajectories were e2 = 0.21,
e4= —0.018, y=0', and 6~ =1.2 MeV. Using these
parameters the B&C~ and A~D~ proton crossing fre-
quencies are predicted to occur at 0.47 MeV and 0.53
MeV, respectively. For the B~C~ crossing an align-
ment gain of 7.0t is predicted compared to the experi-
mental value of 5.7h. Therefore, with a reasonable
choice of input parameters (e2, e4, y, b, ) the CSM can
still give qualitative agreement with the quasiproton
alignments up to iree=0. 5 MeV. In the absence of
proton pairing the highly alignable, low-QAII~2 proton
orbitals are occupied in the holmium isotopes since the
Fermi surface for Z =67 is near the A = —', htti2 orbi-
tal. Therefore, such crossings require substantial pair

correlations to scatter pairs of protons from the low-
0 h I I~2 orbitals producing low- 0 h I I~2 quasiproton
states which align under rotation. Within the CSM
with the deformation parameters (e2, e4, y) kept to
reasonable values it is found that the pairing gap needs
to be at least 0.9 MeV (b,~ & 0.9 MeV) for the align-
ments observed to be reproduced. These data are the
first demonstration that proton-pair correlations exist
at such high rotational frequencies. Such observations
imply that the rotationally induced reduction in pair
correlations is dominantly associated with particle
alignment rather than a gradual decrease with increas-
ing rotational frequency.

In summary, the band crossings observed at high ro-
tational frequencies in the negative-parity decay se-
quences of 's7Ho are associated with the alignment of
the second and probably the third most alignable pair
of quasiprotons. Interpreting these as delayed
quasiproton crossings completes the analogy between
quasiprotons and the lower-frequency quasineutron
crossings in the nuclei in this region. These crossings
require significant pair correlations (using the CSM
h~ & 0.9 MeV) to remain for these configurations up
to leo = 0.5 MeV.
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